1. **Balloon GPS RO measurements technique**

GPS Radio Occultation (RO) senses the atmosphere using radio signals that traverse the atmosphere as a transmitting GPS satellite sets behind the horizon relative to a moving receiver. The radio wave undergoes refractive bending and a Doppler shift due to variations of the atmospheric refractive index. We have developed GPS Radio Occultation (RO) instrumentation for both aircraft (Garrison et al. 2007; Haase et al. 2014; Murphy et al. 2015; Xie et al. 2008) and for superpressure balloons for the Concordiasi campaign in Antarctica (Haase et al. 2012).

The refractive index of the neutral atmosphere depends on pressure, temperature, and humidity, and is given by (Smith and Weintraub 1953)

\[
N = (n - 1) \times 10^6 = \frac{P}{T} + 3.73 \times 10^5 \frac{P_w}{T^2}
\]

where \(N\) is refractivity, \(n\) is the refractive index, \(P\) is pressure [hPa], \(T\) is temperature [K], and \(P_w\) is water vapor partial pressure [hPa]. Geometric optics retrieval techniques assume spherical symmetry to map the atmospheric delay along the raypath to refractivity at the tangent point location, the point of closest approach to the Earth surface (Figure 1). Retrieval of moisture and temperature from RO observations, assuming spherical symmetry of the atmosphere, for the case of spaceborne sounding is fully described in (Kursinski et al. 1997; Melbourne et al. 1994; Vorobe'ev and Krasil'nikova 1994), with modifications and implementation for the airborne and balloon-borne cases described in (Haase et al. 2012; Haase et al. 2014; Healy et al. 2002; Xie et al. 2008).

2. **Sampling characteristics of ROC**

Because the GPS satellite velocity is much greater than the balloon velocity, the tangent point drifts horizontally away from the balloon as the GPS satellite sets. The sampling characteristics of ROC are listed in Table 1. Figure 2 shows the expected geometric distribution of occultations, using a simulation based on a Pre-Concordiasi equatorial flight, that also illustrates the horizontal extent of each individual occultation profile as the tangent point descends lower in the atmosphere and samples points further from the balloon path. Figure 3 and Figure 4 illustrate the expected sampling of a wave generated temperature perturbation in the atmosphere by the ROC sample point distribution over the course of one day.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Sampling characteristics for the balloon-borne ROC system.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vertical resolution</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Horizontal resolution</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration of occultations</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Frequency of occultations | ~2.5 per hour
Expected number of occultations per day | ~30 setting and ~6-10 rising per day per balloon
Upper limit of useful measurements | ~flight altitude (~20 km)
Lower limit of useful measurements | ~7-8 km in the tropics
Accuracy | <2% refractivity
Max. horizontal distance | 450 km from tangent point from flight path

Figure 2 (left) Prediction of occultations that would be obtained over three days (13 Mar setting, 14 Mar setting, and 15 Mar setting) assuming a Pre-Concordiasi flight trajectory. Rising occultations are in black. (right) perspective view of the tangent point locations for profiles on day 073, color shows observation time.

Figure 3 Horizontal temperature perturbation from an idealized 600 km wavelength wave with tilted phase structure at 18 km (top), 15 km (center) and 12 km (lower panels). Black line is the simulated balloon trajectory, red points are locations of the occultation tangent points from all of the profiles that occur over the course of a day at the corresponding height. At right are the same occultation points where the color of the symbol corresponds to the temperature anomaly at that point.
3. ROC instrument

The Radio Occultation instrument system (ROC) will be based on the successful design used in the Concordiasi campaign in Antarctica (Figure 5; Figure 6). The package is comprised of one Septentrio AsteRx4 multiGNSS receiver OEM board connected to a dedicated Aero AT2775-41F avionics antenna with a 40dB preamplifier. The GNSS receiver board is managed by a single board computer (ie the Technologic Systems TS-7260) with onboard software to control startup, shutdown, configuration, command and control, local data recording, compression, and communication. The instrument will interface with the new Zephyr gondola designed by the Laboratoire de Metéorologie Dynamique (LMD) and an Iridium RUDICS communication modem for data transmission to the Mission Control Center at LMD. The capabilities of the OEM board in extremely cold environments have been evaluated by UNAVCO, the NSF facility for GPS geodesy infrastructure. The new receiver has advanced capabilities compared to the previous version of ROC, including tracking GLONASS and GALILEO occultations, which essentially could triple the number of occultations available. Following analysis of the final power and data budgets, this additional capability will be implemented for intense observation periods.
Figure 5 ROC flight model PSC18 from Concordiasi with two antennas and two receivers.

Figure 6 Block diagram of ROC system for Strateole-2 with a single antenna and receiver board.
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